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The publication of the correspondence was a deadly stroke at
Hitler. The blow administered at the elections had been mer-
cilessly followed up. The nation knew now that the Leader had
made a demand and had had it blandly but definitely refused.
The effect on himself was shattering; a last definite desperate
attempt to recover lost ground had failed. The courtesy of the
"open door" only emphasized the fact that it had been slammed
shut more loudly than ever,
The effect on the party was hardly less devastating from the
Leader's point of view. While the rank and file received the fresh
disaster with dazed incredulity, each warring faction of the leader-
ship found in the new situation complete confirmation of its views.
Both recognized the seriousness of the blow alike to the party
and the Leader's prestige in it especially at a time of financial
crisis. But while Gocring and Gocbbels held that it proved their
contention and that the effect could only be wiped out by a con-
fident lead to the party with "All by any means" as motto, their
opponents, equally holding their contention proved, urged the
necessity of taking advantage at once of the "open door." The
former besought him to accept the challenge implicit in the
reference to dictatorship, and to revert boldly to the traditional
policy of the party; the others besought him to give swift proof
that nothing was further from his thoughts than either "putsch"
or dictatorship.
Although the rival leaders had in the course of the last months
completely changed their positions, they still each of them had
a good deal of sense on their respective sides. The real difference
was that Goebbels, propaganda expert, looked to the nation while
Strasser, true politician, looked to the party. The former thought
to retrieve the position by carrying the nation with them; the
latter by enabling the party as soon as possible to have more to
occupy its thoughts than the attempt to reconcile the Messianic,
unflinching hero of its dreams with an insignificant little party
leader negotiating for the power he and the party claimed for
him as incarnating the true Germany in terms such as no ordinary
party leader would have dared to use. In the eyes of the public
the great movement that was Germany now stood revealed as

